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Abstract

This study proposes implementation of Boolean consistent fuzzy inference system for credit scoring purposes. Fuzzy inference system (FIS) allows domain experts to express their knowledge in the form of fuzzy rules, which enables combination of automatic rating with human judgment. Crucial for this model is that fuzzy rules are being evaluated using Boolean consistent fuzzy logic, which preserves all Boolean axioms. Experimental results show that the Boolean consistent FIS outperforms the conventional FIS in terms of classification accuracy, precision, and recall. Consistent fuzzy logic could contribute to the rightful approval of more loans which in turn would have positive effects on economic growth.
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1. Introduction

Micro, small, and medium enterprises (MSME) in developed and emerging economies represent an important sector, which needs to be vigorous in order to be able to generate economic development. This sector is essential for creating employment, increasing international trade, and establishing an entrepreneurship spirit. However, the banking sector is hesitant to lend to
MSM sector due to their perception that this sector is connected to high risk. Nevertheless, there is some evidence that banks lend more freely to this sector in the form of unsecured loans when credit scoring models are used. Granting loans to MSM sector is especially important because this sector has limited access to alternative financing sources like venture capital or private equity.1, 2

Loans represent the largest source of credit risk for the banks, where special emphasis can be put on the MSME loans and banks’ lending procedure for this sector. “Banks should develop and utilize internal risk rating systems in managing credit risk. The rating system should be consistent with the nature, size and complexity of a bank’s activities”.3

Every banking/lending institution tailors credit process to its own needs. Credit process begins with credit application which contains borrowers’ historical information, and which is used in credit risk measurement. The result of a credit analysis is assigned internal risk rating/score which enumerates borrowers’ probability of default. Credit risk approval is based on this analysis.

The credit worthiness of an enterprise is usually determined by its internal characteristics and ability to respond to external influences. The credit risk of an enterprise can be derived from financial risk, business risk, industry risk, and its management style. Credit analysis uses ratio analysis to identify risks and potential growth prospects. Lenders may use different ratios, which can be calculated according to their preferences and sorted into a few categories: profitability, performance, liquidity, solvency, efficiency, and debt.4 However, there is no correct value for a ratio. Yet, analyst experience and judgment will be required to assess whether the value is too low, appropriate or too high. There is no single analysis that would be effective for all types of loans, but data analysis should focus on assessment of the enterprises risks and repayment ability, and implemented criteria would vary depending on the counterpart.5,4 Internal rating systems require business rules for their implementation.5 In order for a lending institution to promote lending to MSME it is encouraged to use automated credit scoring models for credit analysis.

Credit scoring can be performed using various methods (see Ref. 6-20). Statistical methods were first one to be implemented, such as probit, logit, and discriminant analysis. According to the reviewed literature neural networks, support vector machines, fuzzy inference systems, neuro-fuzzy systems, and various hybrid models were tested for credit scoring. Recent studies have shown that artificial intelligence methods achieved better performance than traditional statistical methods.21

Therefore, in this research we will rely on the fuzzy system and propose a new fuzzy inference system for credit score determination, based on the consistent fuzzy logic. More precisely, we propose new fuzzy inference system based on expert rules which include financial ratios, and are based on the premises of the credit analysis. These rules are going to be evaluated using Boolean consistent fuzzy logic. The motivation for this application of Boolean consistent fuzzy logic is that it guarantees that all Boolean axioms are valid on the whole interval [0, 1] not only on the set {0, 1}. As a consequence, Boolean consistent fuzzy logic will produce different results comparing to conventional fuzzy logic.

Rest of the paper is structured as follows, in part 2 detailed review of literature is presented; part 3 is related to the theoretical background of the fuzzy reasoning; in part 4 a new fuzzy inference system is developed, and part 5 concludes the paper.

2. Literature Review

Credit scoring represents an important financial concern, especially after the credit crunch. It was widely explored in the past using different methods. Altmann22 developed Z-score, which was widely used to predict bankruptcy. Also, Myers and Forgy23 performed several discriminant and multiple regression analyses. Gardner and Mills24 use the logit regression model to estimate the probability of default, while Jacobson and Roszbach10 applied a bivariate probit model. Furthermore, Henley and Hand25 used k-Nearest neighbour algorithm. Servigny and Renault26 anticipate that in the near future banks will move towards integration of nonparametric techniques and machine learning models.

Numerous authors implemented neural networks for solving the problem of credit scoring. Zhao et al.20 examine the effects of training, number of hidden units and optimize the data distribution in datasets used for training. Accuracy of the model is increasing with the
rising number of hidden units. Artificial neural networks with different training algorithms, inspired by the neurons’ biological property of metaplasitcility are studied in Marcano-Cedeno et al.\textsuperscript{27}. Alejo et al.\textsuperscript{28} used multilayer perceptron neural network and proved that cost functions have an influence on the training process. West\textsuperscript{18} investigates the accuracy of five neural network models (multilayer perceptron, mixture-of-experts, radial basis function, learning vector quantization and fuzzy adaptive resonance) benchmarked against traditional methods. Khashman\textsuperscript{29} implements supervised neural network models. Generally neural networks showed that they are a valid model for credit scoring classification. Bayesian network model performs better than logistic regression and neural network models if we look at the accuracy, sensitivity, precision and the receiver characteristic curve.\textsuperscript{30}

Neuro-fuzzy systems were also used as a model for credit score classification. Fang\textsuperscript{31} and Piramuthu\textsuperscript{32} used neuro-fuzzy systems and neural networks, where ANFIS proved to be more accurate. Malhotra and Malhotra\textsuperscript{33} showed that the neuro-fuzzy system performs better than discriminant analysis.

Several hybrid models are also used. Lee et al.\textsuperscript{14} integrated neural networks with discriminant analysis. They used the result of discriminant analysis to simplify the backpropagation neural network structure. Another approach, based on the different feature selection algorithms and classification algorithms is used in the paper by Koutanaei et al.\textsuperscript{12} Ala’rajand and Abbod\textsuperscript{6} tested the ability of linear regression combined with multivariate adaptive regression splines in order to improve predictions given by neural networks, support vector machines, random forest, decision trees, and naive Bayes. The results show that proposed approach which includes two preprocessing models improved prediction performance against base classifiers. Xiao et al.\textsuperscript{19} ensemble classification approach based on supervised clustering, and improves accuracy of credit scoring of individual customers. Chen and Cheng\textsuperscript{34} and Bellalah et al.\textsuperscript{35} also proposed different hybrid models, for the credit rating of banks and default probabilities of corporations, respectively. For bank credit failure hybrid ensemble learning models can be used with high predictive power.\textsuperscript{36}

Many papers analyze the performance and compare the results obtained by different models, discussing advantages and disadvantages of each method. Jo et al.\textsuperscript{37}, Sabzevari et al.\textsuperscript{17}, Ince and Aktan\textsuperscript{9}, Desai et al.\textsuperscript{7}, and Tsengand and Hu\textsuperscript{38} showed that for credit scoring or bad loan classification, data mining models provide better results than statistical techniques. Kao et al.\textsuperscript{11} used Bayesian latent variable model and compared it with the performance of discriminant analysis, logistic regression, neural networks, multivariate adaptive regression splines, and support vector machine for the assessment of the potential credit card holders. Proposed model increases accuracy and reduces type I error. Support vector machines and neural networks were used by Huang et al.\textsuperscript{21} Study by Harris\textsuperscript{8} compares clustered support vector machine with other nonlinear support vector machine based techniques and found that clustered support vector machine to achieve acceptable results in the classification of individuals’ creditworthiness. Lee et al.\textsuperscript{15} compared and analyzed results given by classification and regression tree, multivariate adaptive regression splines, discriminant analysis, logistic regression, neural networks, and the support network machine. Results show that classification and regression tree and multivariate adaptive regression splines outperform other methods in credit scoring classification of customers.

Based on the previous researches, we can see that artificial intelligence methods are extensively implemented related to credit risk. Generally, researches show that methods of artificial intelligence prove to be suitable for credit risk problems since they outperform statistical methods. Especially, neural networks are widely used for credit risk evaluation. The drawback of neural networks is its black box system and they do not presume any knowledge about the system. At the other hand, fuzzy systems can incorporate expert knowledge regarding the problem. Therefore, in this research we will rely on the fuzzy system and propose a new fuzzy inference system for credit score determination.

3. Fuzzy Modeling using Consistent Fuzzy Logic

Fuzzy modeling is widely used in various domains because it enables a system to be modeled based on its linguistic description. Fuzzy modeling can be performed using conventional and consistent fuzzy reasoning, among others. Consistent fuzzy logic satisfies all Boolean axioms and it is therefore, the preferred approach in this paper for evaluation of fuzzy rules. We
will present both types of reasoning, but we shall put emphasis on the consistent fuzzy logic.

3.1. Fuzzy logic and fuzzy inference system

Classical set theory only answers the question whether an element meets the characteristics, i.e. belongs to the given set (marked with 1) or does not belong to the given set (marked with 0). Fuzzy logic presents an extension of binary values 0 and 1 to the whole interval [0, 1], which enables us to refine the degree of association of an element to the given set. Among other benefits, fuzzy logic proved to be adequate when working with linguistic variables, i.e. variables whose values are words or sentences in a natural language. Linguistic variables are mapped to the unit interval based on a membership function.

One of the most important issues of fuzzy logic is fuzzy inference system. Fuzzy inference systems are fuzzy logic based support systems that model input-output relationships. Relations between input and output variables are defined by fuzzy rules.

3.2. Boolean consistent fuzzy logic

In the proposed inference system, fuzzy rules will be evaluated using Boolean consistent fuzzy logic proposed by Radojevic. The reason for such an application lies in the fact that the conventional fuzzy set theory is not in the Boolean frame. More precisely, the conventional fuzzy set theory does not satisfy the axioms of excluded middle and contradiction. The excluded middle and contradiction axioms declare, respectively Eq. (1) and (2):

\[
\mu_A(x) \lor \mu_A(x) = 1 \quad (1)
\]

\[
\mu_A(x) \land \mu_A(x) = 0 \quad (2)
\]

where: \( \mu_A(x) \) is a membership function of x in A.

For illustrating purposes that Boolean axioms are not satisfied, we put the values into the equations (1) and (2). For example, if \( \mu_A(x) = 0.45 \) that would imply that negation of property is \( \mu_A(x) = 0.55 \).

For the max or algebraic sum selected for the fuzzy disjunction, we get:

\[
\mu_A(x) \lor \mu_A(x) = \max(0.45, 0.55) = 0.55
\]

Similarly, for the min or product selected for the fuzzy conjunction, we get:

\[
\mu_A(x) \land \mu_A(x) = \min(0.45, 0.55) = 0.45
\]

\[
\mu_A(x) \land \mu_A(x) = \mu_A(x) \cdot \mu_A(x) = 0.45 \cdot 0.55 = 0.2475
\]

Therefore, the application of the Interpolative Boolean algebra (IBA) is proposed. Radojevic defined that IBA is an illustrative name of the real-valued realization of Boolean algebra. Boolean logic is just a special case of IBA, because its’ lows are valid on the whole interval [0, 1] not only {0, 1}. IBA is an atomic algebra because it has a finite number of elements. Algebraic structure of IBA is set of \( \langle BA(\Omega), \land, \lor, \neg \rangle \), where \( BA(\Omega) \) is the set of all the possible elements generalized by primary elements from \( \Omega \). Primary elements \( \{a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n\} \) from \( \Omega \) have a property that any of them cannot be expressed by other primary elements. IBA distinguishes two levels: structural level and value level. Structural level requires that set of rigorous predefined structural transformations must be executed before we go to the value level. On the value level, values will be imputed in the final structure and all Boolean axioms will hold. Hence, partial order at the value level is persevered. Any logical function can be uniquely transformed into a corresponding generalized Boolean polynomial (GBP) using IBA. Steps for transformation of operations of union, intersection and negation are given in Eq. (3) where \( \varphi \) and \( \psi \) are two different IBA elements:

\[
\varphi, \psi \in BA(\Omega)
\]

\[
(\varphi \land \psi) = (\varphi)^* \land (\psi)^*
\]

\[
(\varphi \lor \psi) = (\varphi)^* \lor (\psi)^* - (\varphi)^* \land (\psi)^*
\]

\[
(C\varphi) = 1 - (\varphi)^*
\]

\[
\{a_i, a_j \} \in \Omega
\]

\[
(a_i \land a_j)^* = \{a_i \land a_j, a_i \neq a_j\}
\]

\[
(a_i \lor a_j)^* = a_i + a_j - (a_i \land a_j)^*
\]

\[
(Ca_i) = 1 - a_i
\]
The result of any operations on IBA elements is IBA element. GBP maps elements into unit interval. These two properties enable IBA’s applications to problems that can be solved by fuzzy logic. According to Radojevic the GBP is a polynomial whose variables are elements of Boolean algebra as well as the operators’ standard +, standard – and generalized product \( \otimes \). Generalized product is defined as any function that maps \([0,1] \times [0,1]\) on the unit interval and is a subclass to the t-norm with add-on non-negativity axiom. It is important that the function implementation for generalized product depends on the nature of elementary. More precisely, if elements are of the same nature, generalized product is preferable to be min \((a \otimes a = \min(a, a) = a)\), while if they are not of the same nature, product operator should be used. In accordance with structural transformation given in Eq. (3), excluded middle axiom is satisfied (Eq. 4), as well as contradiction axiom (Eq. 5):

\[
\mu_i(x) \lor \bar{\mu}_i(x) = \mu_i(x) + (1 - \mu_i(x)) - \mu_i(x) \cdot (1 - \mu_i(x))
\]

\[
= \mu_i(x) + 1 - \mu_i(x) - \mu_i(x) + \mu_i(x) \otimes \mu_i(x) = \mu_i(x) + 1 - \mu_i(x) - \mu_i(x) + \mu_i(x) = 1
\]

(4)

\[
\mu_i(x) \land \bar{\mu}_i(x) = \mu_i(x) \cdot (1 - \mu_i(x))
\]

\[
= \mu_i(x) - \mu_i(x) \otimes \mu_i(x) = 0
\]

(5)

In the Boolean consistent approach, values are assigned only after the final structure is established. Since all Boolean axioms hold on a structural level, they will hold on the value level as well. In certain cases, this crucial difference between Boolean consistent fuzzy logic and conventional one leads to different results. The difference in results is most obvious when the logical expression includes negation.

4. Fuzzy Inference IBA Systems for Credit Scoring Classification

In this research we have implemented a fuzzy inference system based on Boolean consistent fuzzy logic, and this is a first such an application for credit scoring. We use Boolean consistent fuzzy logic because its application was justified in numerous papers in different fields.

A novelty in this research is that Boolean consistent fuzzy inference system is used for evaluation of credit scores. Furthermore, previous implementation of Boolean consistent fuzzy inference system used for prediction of disease is based on one fuzzy rule. In most cases, fuzzy system consists of multiple rules. We implement FIS for credit scoring and we base reasoning on two rules. Moreover, we aggregate rules according to their interdependencies. If rules are mutually dependent, aggregation should be implemented as weighted sum. Otherwise, aggregation can be implemented as max.

In order to create fuzzy inference system, it is necessary to create decision rules (i.e. fuzzy rules) and to define the shape and parameters of membership functions. In this initial step domain expert molds his experience and expertise into decision making system. Fuzzy logic enables transformation of those decision rules into logical expression.

After domain experts create decision rules and define the shape and parameters of membership functions, transformation of rules can be performed using conventional and Boolean consistent fuzzy logic.

4.1. Problem and variables description

The aim of this paper is to define fuzzy inference system for credit scoring of MSME. We define FIS based on consistent fuzzy logic, as well as FIS based on conventional fuzzy logic, in order to compare the accuracy of classification of the proposed system.

We use performance measures data from CUBE database, to determine credit scores based on these two approaches and we compare their properties. CUBE database is a private dataset of Serbian small and medium enterprises performance measures and credit scores. We had records entries for 100 firms, for the year 2011.

In order to define FIS for credit scoring, we base our calculation on credit analysis. Credit analysis differs dependent on the maturity of the loan, which is mainly based on the ratio analysis. In order for us to create FIS which is going to make banks more comfortable to lend to MSME, we are going to use a combination of different group of ratios, which assess loan applications for different terms and gives a complete picture of the enterprise’s health and repayment ability. Credit scoring of MSME represents a challenging task, since there is a limited set of available information. Right combination of ratios should allow us to surpass this limitation.
If an enterprise seeks short-term loan, credit analysis may be focused on working capital cycle, liquidity position of an enterprise and quality of its assets*. Also, credit analysis should focus on the availability of the cash flow. Credit assessment for a medium-term loan should analyze borrowers’ operations and determine whether earnings would be stable even after the term of the loan. Credit analysis of the long-term loans examines historical and projected cash flows, and whether the debt repayment schedule is matching those projected cash flows. Crucial is that an enterprise has long-term earnings potential†.

Credit analysis tackles the areas of profitability, performance, liquidity, and solvency. Profitability ratios are important for credit analysts because they can give an insight into whether the enterprise would be able to respond to adverse business conditions, generate enough profits in order to service debt. Performance ratios should give a picture about management’s ability to generate earnings with enterprises capital, sales or total assets. Solvency ratios are important for credit analysis, because they give an insight into whether the enterprise is extending itself with high levels of debt. Besides solvency, credit analysts always check for liquidity of an enterprise since both areas are critical for its profitability. Insufficient cash generation can lead an enterprise into bankruptcy due to poor long-term planning. Lenders are also interested in whether credit is extended to companies customers, and by the use of efficiency ratios they check how working capital resources are managed. If an enterprise has a high business risk, and its earnings are prone to decline, lenders want to see the low level of debt.

On the bases of previous discussion, expert knowledge, and research in that field, the credit score (CS) is estimated based on following input variables49, 4:

- EBITDA (EBITDA margin) is a profitability ratio, which can be used as a proxy for cash flow to sales. It is useful to check the trend of this ratio, since it is favorable for this ratio to remain stable or increase in time,
- OROA (operating return on assets) is another ratio from the group of profitability ratios, which is also called basic earning power ratio. It represents a measure of the operating income that results from the enterprises investment in total assets,
- QR (quick ratio) is a liquidity ratio, which measures enterprises ability to pay current obligations with its most liquid assets. This ratio shows whether enterprise is capable to generate cash for its immediate needs,
- D/E (Debt-to-equity ratio) is a ratio which tells us about financial strength or solvency of an enterprise. Companies with high levels of debt in their capital structure will have a high value of this ratio,
- NDAR (Number of days of receivables) is an efficiency ratio, which shows the number of days between the date of the sale and the date when the cash is collected,
- NDIR (Number of days of inventory) is another efficiency ratio, which indicates management’s ability to manage inventory. Raw materials and finished goods can be liquidated with ease, but work in progress is not easy to liquidate if it becomes compulsory,
- OC (Operating cycle) is efficiency ratio, which measures how long does it takes for the enterprise to receive back cash from its investment in inventory and accounts receivable, when purchases can be done on credit,
- ROA (Return on assets) is a profitability ratio which represents a measure of what an enterprise receives, based on the investments in assets that she made.

4.2. Rules

Fuzzy inference system uses fuzzy rules that enable intuition and experience to be imputed into the model. Proposed FIS is based on two fuzzy rules established by financial professionals. Both rules combine profitability, liquidity, efficiency, and solvency ratios. Also, based on their previous expertise, financial professionals defined the shape and parameters of membership functions. The output of each rule is aggregated into the single value, which presents credit score.

The EBITDA margin could be seen as a measure of size/profitability. First rule suggests that if either size is not high or if there is a problem with liquidity, then if operating return on assets is high it means that the enterprise is capable to generate earnings. Also, if the number of days in inventory is low, it doesn’t take long

* Those characteristics could be checked if an analyst look at for example: number of days of receivables, number of days of inventory, and quick ratio, among others.
† These areas can be analyzed by using EBITDA margin, operating return on assets, return on assets, and debt to equity ratio, among others.
for enterprise to convert inventory to sales, and if at the same time debt is not high, credit score will be high since entity will be able to repay its debt obligations. In other words, if EBITDA margin and quick ratio are high, then credit score is high, or if EBITDA margin and quick ratio are not high, then in order for credit score to be high, operating return on assets needs to be high, the number of days in inventory, debt-to-equity ratio needs to be low. If an enterprise is liquid and profitable then its credit score is high because it will be able to repay its obligations of various terms. Mathematically, first rule could be written as follow:

**Rule 1**

If 

\[\text{(EBITDA is high AND QR is high)}\]  

OR \[\text{((NOT (EBITDA is high AND QR is high)) AND (OROA is high AND NDIR is low AND D/E is low))}\]  

Then \(CS_1\) is high

Second rule suggests that a high credit score is based on the two elements. If an enterprise is generating high return on existing assets and if operating cycle is not a long one, or if operating cycle is long but if the duration is not influenced by efficiency of inventory or receivables management and if at the same time debt to equity is not high, credit score will be high. If profitability and efficiency are high and at the same time if there are not high levels of debt in the capital structure, then the probability of default will not be high and therefore credit score will be high. Or if operating cycle is on a long side, but there is efficiency in managing inventory and receivables, and if the debt is not high, credit score is high due to efficiency and low level of debt.

**Rule 2**

If 

\[\text{((ROA is high AND OC is low)}\]  

OR \[\text{((NOT (OC is low)) AND (NDIR is low AND NDAR is low))}\]  

AND \(D/E\) is low

Then \(CS_2\) is high

For the aggregation (CS) of the outputs of these two rules (CS1 and CS2), linear combination and max method can be used. Since the rules are related to the different aspects of credit scoring elements, the use of linear combination is preferable, i.e. both of aspects should be included in final credit score estimation to some extent.

Financial experts assigned weights 0.55 and 0.45 for credit score 1 (CS1) and credit score 2 (CS2), respectively. The specific fuzzy inference system for credit scoring proposed in this paper is shown in Figure 1.

![Fig. 1. Fuzzy inference system for credit scoring](image-url)
4.3. Transformation of the rules

Conventional and Boolean consistent fuzzy logic can be applied for rules evaluation. The transformation of a Boolean function into corresponding GBP requires estimation of a structure (according to Eq. 3). Radiojevic and Radojevic present detailed description how transformations must be executed.

Rules defined by financial professional, could be written as logical expressions Eq. (6), Eq. (7):

Rule 1:
\[(EBITDA \land QR) \lor (\perp (EBITDA \land QR) \land (OROA \land NDIR \land D/E))\]

Rule 2:
\[((OROA \land OC) \lor (\perp OC \land (NDIR \lor NDAR)) \land D/E)\]

After set of transformations is performed, the first rule for credit score classification, for the Boolean consistent approach is given in Eq. (8):

\[\left\{ (EBITDA \land QR) \lor (\perp (EBITDA \land QR) \land (OROA \land NDIR \land D/E)) \right\}^*\]

\[= EBITDA \odot QR + OROA \odot NDIR \odot D/E\]

\[= - EBITDA \odot QR \odot OROA \odot NDIR \odot D/E\]

The final structure for conventional approach is given in Eq. (9):

\[\left\{ (EBITDA \land QR) \lor (\perp (EBITDA \land QR) \land (OROA \land NDIR \land D/E)) \right\}^*\]

\[= EBITDA \odot QR \odot OROA \odot NDIR \odot D/E\]

\[= - 2 \cdot EBITDA \odot QR \odot OROA \odot NDAR \odot D/E\]

\[+ EBITDA \odot QR \odot EBITDA \odot QR \odot OROA \odot NDAR \odot D/E\]

Similarly, for the second rule, transformations give the following result Eq. (10), for Boolean consistent approach:

\[\left\{ ((OROA \land OC) \lor (\perp OC \land (NDIR \lor NDAR)) \land D/E) \right\}^*\]

\[= OROA \odot OC \odot D/E + NDAR \odot D/E + NDAR \odot D/E\]

\[= - NDIR \odot NDAR \odot D/E - OC \odot NDIR \odot D/E\]

\[+ OROA \odot OC \odot NDAR \odot D/E\]

\[= - OC \odot NDAR \odot D/E - OC \odot NDIR \odot NDAR \odot D/E\]

And for conventional approach Eq. (11):

\[\left\{ ((OROA \land OC) \lor (\perp OC \land (NDIR \lor NDAR)) \land D/E) \right\}^*\]

These transformations need not to be performed manually; instead the software could be used. After transformation has been done, the second step is value level. On this level, membership values are being assigned, and generalized product is implemented as standard product. Each rule gives its own output value, which is being aggregated into a single value using linear combination.

Aggregated output value can be categorized in one of the three predefined classes. First class (Approved ≥ 75) refers to those enterprises that are credit viable. Second class (75 > Gray area ≥ 49) is reserved for enterprises for which we need additional information in order to be able to make an appropriate credit decision. Enterprises assigned to the third class (Default < 49) are those that do not meet eligibility criteria for loan approval. Same cut-off points were used for categorization into three classes, for both, proposed and conventional fuzzy inference system. This principal is used, in order for us to be able to determine which system produces more reliable results.

4.4 Analysis of results

This application of FIS is significant, since very few researches deals with credit scoring of MSME. Literature review showed that previous researches are mostly connected to the scoring of individual credit card holders or to determination of credit rating of listed firms.

Financial performance measures included in the database are: earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization margin (EBITDA), operating return on assets, net profit margin, return on equity, return on assets, quick ratio, cash ratio, debt-to-equity ratio, fixed assets to equity capital ratio, fixed assets to long-term liabilities ratio, fixed assets to total assets ratio, number of days in accounts receivable ratio, number of days in inventory ratio, number of days in...
accounts payable, operating cycle, fixed assets turnover, total assets turnover, equity turnover. Entries for all companies were not complete. After eliminating 19 missing cases, our sample consists of 81 companies. Credit score data represent information that is internal to the bank, and it is difficult to obtain such a data. Therefore, we are using a database that provided some amount of records. We acknowledge that our dataset is not a large one, but as it is already stated, our motivation is to fill the gap in existing literature regarding loan approval to MSME, and information about this sector is scarce, and that stressed the importance of this research even more. Nonetheless, our proposed system is tested and shows good results on a small sample, but it can also be implemented for any sample size.

We apply Boolean consistent fuzzy inference system in order to determine credit score of MSME, and we compare its performance to the conventional fuzzy inference system. The experimental results show that proposed model outperforms conventional one. Out of 80 enterprises in our sample, 59 were classified correctly by proposed model, so its accuracy is 73.75%, compared to 52 classified by the conventional model, which accuracy was 65%. Since fuzzy inference systems were used for classification, confusion matrix is created in order to compare the results obtained by conventional and Boolean consistent fuzzy logic. Matrices are displayed in Table 1.

Table 1: Confusion matrices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conventional Fuzzy logic</th>
<th>Gray area</th>
<th>Default</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gray area</td>
<td>3 (3.75%)</td>
<td>26 (32.50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Default</td>
<td>2 (2.50%)</td>
<td>49 (61.25%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boolean consistent Fuzzy logic</th>
<th>Gray area</th>
<th>Default</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gray area</td>
<td>9 (11.25%)</td>
<td>19 (23.75%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Default</td>
<td>2 (2.50%)</td>
<td>50 (62.50%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One result is omitted from the confusion matrices, since only 1 enterprise was classified in the first group of credit viable ones. Such results are not unexpected, since our database consists of MSME in frontier market, and as such their profitability and development is not on a high level. Hence, loan approval to such entities cannot be done with certainty. We focus our analysis to the enterprises that were classified into second (gray area) and third group (default). Therefore, our calculations of accuracy, precision, and recall are based on the 80 enterprises.

If we look at the Boolean consistent fuzzy logic results in a confusion matrix, we can see that 73.75% of enterprises were classified correctly and 26.25% was not classified properly. On the other hand, conventional fuzzy logic correctly classified 65% of enterprises and 35% did not correctly classify.

Precision of conventional FIS is 10.34%, while precision of consistent FIS is 32.14%. Recall for conventional FIS is 60% and of consistent one is 81.82%. We can see that both precision and recall display much better results for consistent FIS. These two performance measures have important implications for banks. Precision describes number of enterprises in gray area that are predicted and actually classified there, compared to the total number of gray area enterprises that are predicted to belong there. Precision suggests that consistent FIS recognizes better which enterprises belong to the gray area. Recall describe actual and predicted number of enterprises in the gray area compared to the actual number of gray area enterprises. Recall results suggest that, if a bank uses proposed credit scoring model, it will be able to rightfully approve more loans to the MSME, which in turn will increase banks’ profits.

For example, for an enterprise from our sample with following values of membership functions: \( \mu_{\text{EBITDA}} = 0.0502, \mu_{\text{OROA}} = 0.5000, \mu_{\text{ROA}} = 0.9561, \mu_{\text{QR}} = 0.9820, \mu_{\text{D/E}} = 0.7408, \mu_{\text{NDAR}} = 0.2769, \mu_{\text{NDIR}} = 0.9890, \mu_{\text{OC}} = 0.8022 \), classical approach will give the value of 48.01 (belongs to the default area) while consistent FIS gives 53.97 (belongs to the gray area). If we look at the values of membership functions alone, we can see that there is a potential for a credit approval and that bank would need additional information. That is also more in accordance with the results obtained with Boolean consistent FIS.

The biggest difference between conventional and consistent FIS can be seen if we look at the Gray area. Conventional fuzzy dismissed more loan applications than consistent fuzzy, where they should be classified in the gray area. Consistent fuzzy reasoning shows better results in this respect. This finding is important since we are trying to improve financing for MSME especially in undeveloped countries.
5. Conclusion

In this research we propose Boolean consistent fuzzy inference system for credit scoring of MSME. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that Boolean consistent FIS is proposed for credit scoring purposes. We use Boolean consistent fuzzy logic, since this approach has proved to be valid in several other areas.

Fuzzy logic has been widely used in the decision making process in various domains. Fuzzy logic is used to express expert knowledge in the form of fuzzy rules. Since no conventional fuzzy set theory is in the Boolean frame (excluded middle and contradiction are not satisfied on the whole interval \([0, 1]\)), it is proposed for rules in our model, to be evaluated using Boolean consistent fuzzy logic.

Boolean consistent fuzzy logic differs two levels. Consistent approach requires set of structural transformations to be done before value level, which is opposite to the conventional approach. Hence, Boolean axioms will hold and partial order at the value level is persevered. In other words, Boolean consistent fuzzy logic guarantees that all Boolean axioms are valid on the whole interval \([0, 1]\) not only on the set \(\{0, 1\}\), and that leads to different results.

Empirical results show that this property generates better results compared to the conventional approach. Accuracy of our model is 73.75%, compared to conventional FIS, which accuracy was 65%.

When we look at the application of standard FIS, commonly fuzzy reasoning is based on more than one rule. According to our knowledge, consistent FIS developed in previous researches base reasoning on one fuzzy rule. We extend this and in contrast to prior work, we implement multiple decision rules.

Also, in contrast to most researches we use more ratios of different categories in order to more accurately classify enterprises in accordance to their creditworthiness. That enables our credit scoring system to assess MSME application for loans of different maturities.

Further researches should test this model on different data sets. We acknowledge that our dataset had a limited amount of data available regarding enterprises and ratios. Although we have incorporated different category of ratios into our model for capturing overall performance (which were available to us) perhaps use of different ratios could have more predictive power of the creditworthiness of an entity. Also, if our dataset would contain more observations, it could be reasonable to fine-tune input membership functions based on input-output dataset. Further researches can be moved towards implementation of neuro-fuzzy system based on consistent fuzzy logic for credit scoring purposes.
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Appendix A.

Detailed transformation steps of the first rule for credit score classification Eq. (8), for Boolean consistent approach are given in Eq. (A.1):

\[
\left( (EBITDA \land QR) \lor \left( \perp (EBITDA \land QR) \land (OROA \land NDIR \land D \land E) \right) \right)^\circ
\]

\[
= (EBITDA \land QR)^\circ + (\perp (EBITDA \land QR) \land (OROA \land NDIR \land D \land E))^\circ - (EBITDA \land QR)^\circ \ominus (\perp (EBITDA \land QR) \land (OROA \land NDIR \land D \land E))^\circ
\]

\[
= EBITDA \land QR + ((1 - EBITDA \land QR) \ominus (OROA \land NDIR \land D \land E)) - (EBITDA \land QR) \ominus ((1 - EBITDA \land QR) \ominus (OROA \land NDIR \land D \land E))
\]

\[
= EBITDA \land QR + (OROA \land NDIR \land D \land E - EBITDA \land QR \land OROA \land NDIR \land D \land E)
\]

\[
- (EBITDA \land QR - EBITDA \land QR \land EBITDA \land QR) \land (OROA \land NDIR \land D \land E)
\]

\[
= EBITDA \land QR + (OROA \land NDIR \land D \land E - EBITDA \land QR \land OROA \land NDIR \land D \land E)
\]

\[
- (EBITDA \land QR \land OROA \land NDIR \land D \land E - EBITDA \land QR \land OROA \land NDIR \land D \land E)
\]

\[
= EBITDA \land QR + OROA \land NDIR \land D \land E - EBITDA \land QR \land OROA \land NDIR \land D \land E
\]

(A.1)

And for conventional approach Eq. (9), detailed transformation is given in Eq. (A.2):

\[
\left( (EBITDA \land QR) \lor \left( \perp (EBITDA \land QR) \land (OROA \land NDIR \land D \land E) \right) \right)^\circ
\]

\[
= (EBITDA \land QR)^\circ + (\perp (EBITDA \land QR) \land (OROA \land NDIR \land D \land E))^\circ - (EBITDA \land QR)^\circ \ominus (\perp (EBITDA \land QR) \land (OROA \land NDIR \land D \land E))^\circ
\]

\[
= EBITDA \land QR + ((1 - EBITDA \land QR) \ominus (OROA \land NDIR \land D \land E)) - (EBITDA \land QR) \ominus ((1 - EBITDA \land QR) \ominus (OROA \land NDIR \land D \land E))
\]

\[
= EBITDA \land QR + (OROA \land NDIR \land D \land E - EBITDA \land QR \land OROA \land NDIR \land D \land E)
\]

\[
- (EBITDA \land QR - EBITDA \land QR \land EBITDA \land QR) \land (OROA \land NDIR \land D \land E)
\]

\[
= EBITDA \land QR + (OROA \land NDIR \land D \land E - EBITDA \land QR \land OROA \land NDIR \land D \land E)
\]

\[
- (EBITDA \land QR \land OROA \land NDIR \land D \land E - EBITDA \land QR \land OROA \land NDIR \land D \land E)
\]

\[
= EBITDA \land QR + OROA \land NDIR \land D \land E - EBITDA \land QR \land OROA \land NDIR \land D \land E
\]

(A.2)

Similarly for the second rule, detailed transformations of equation Eq. (10), is presented in Eq. (A.3):

\[
\left( (OROA \land OC) \lor \left( \perp OC \land (NDIR \lor NDAR) \right) \right) \land D \land E
\]

\[
= (OROA \land OC)^\circ + (\perp OC \land (NDIR \lor NDAR))^\circ - (OROA \land OC)^\circ \ominus (\perp OC \land (NDIR \lor NDAR))^\circ \ominus D \land E
\]

\[
= \left( (OROA \land OC) \lor ((1 - OC) \land (NDIR + NDAR - NDIR \land NDAR)) \right) \land D \land E
\]

\[
= \left( (OROA \land OC) \ominus ((1 - OC) \land (NDIR + NDAR - NDIR \land NDAR)) \right) \land D \land E
\]

\[
= \ldots
\]

\[
= OROA \land OC \land D \land E + NDIR \land D \land E + NDAR \land D \land E - NDIR \land NDAR \land D \land E
\]

\[
- OC \land NDIR \land D \land E - OC \land NDAR \land D \land E - OC \land NDIR \land NDAR \land D \land E
\]

(A.3)
And for conventional approach displayed in Eq. (11), detailed transformations can be seen in Eq. (A.4):

\[
\left(\left(\left(\text{OROA} \land \text{OC}\right) \lor \left(\perp \land \text{NDIR} \lor \text{NDAR}\right)\right) \land \text{D} \right) \uparrow
\]

\[= \ldots
\]

\[= \text{OROA} \otimes \text{OC} \otimes \text{D} \otimes \text{E} + \text{NDIR} \otimes \text{D} \otimes \text{E} + \text{NDAR} \otimes \text{D} \otimes \text{E} - \text{NDIR} \otimes \text{NDAR} \otimes \text{D} \otimes \text{E}
\]

\[-\text{OC} \otimes \text{NDIR} \otimes \text{D} \otimes \text{E} - \text{OC} \otimes \text{NDAR} \otimes \text{D} \otimes \text{E} + \text{OC} \otimes \text{NDIR} \otimes \text{NDAR} \otimes \text{D} \otimes \text{E}
\]

\[-\text{OROA} \otimes \text{OC} \otimes \text{NDIR} \otimes \text{D} \otimes \text{E} - \text{OROA} \otimes \text{OC} \otimes \text{NDAR} \otimes \text{D} \otimes \text{E}
\]

\[+ \text{OROA} \otimes \text{OC} \otimes \text{NDIR} \otimes \text{NDAR} \otimes \text{D} \otimes \text{E} + \text{OROA} \otimes \text{OC} \otimes \text{OC} \otimes \text{NDIR} \otimes \text{D} \otimes \text{E}
\]

\[+ \text{OROA} \otimes \text{OC} \otimes \text{OC} \otimes \text{NDAR} \otimes \text{D} \otimes \text{E} - \text{OROA} \otimes \text{OC} \otimes \text{OC} \otimes \text{NDIR} \otimes \text{NDAR} \otimes \text{D} \otimes \text{E}
\]

(A.4)